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Elegance and sophistication – why do some people display such a sense of refinement and

others don’t? Is it something you’re born with, or do you develop such an outlook on life when

you wear designer clothing and have a lucrative bank account or a prestigious career?

Elegance is learned through a variety of behavioral traits and implementing manners and

etiquette into everyday life. Throughout this book, you’ll learn:Key attributes to living an elegant

lifeHow to navigate gracefully throughout some of life’s biggest milestonesWhat to do when

dealing with everyday experiences and personal interactionsHow to Act Elegantly, Everywhere

highlights the foundation and development of classy behavior, in addition to learning self-

confidence in order to progress into an elegant sense of living, no matter who you are or where

you live.Elegance Series - Book 2

"The book offers a refreshing take on the genre. Instead of handing down diktats, it functions

like a chat with an old friend over a drink, tucking advice into personal, often nostalgic,

stories." -The Wall Street Journal From the Back Cover"Fashion is industry; style is culture.

That's why this book is important. It's about ideas and themes, arts and rituals, the things that

constitute culture." -from the foreword by Glenn O'BrienAbout the AuthorDavid Coggins is a

writer and editor whose work has appeared in Esquire, the Financial Times, Bloomberg

Pursuits and the Wall Street Journal. He is a contributing editor at Condé Nast Traveler, a

columnist at the Japanese magazine, Hail Mary, and a regular contributor to A Continuous

Lean. He lives in New York.Read more
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Gracefully Never StopsConclusionChapter 1Manners and Etiquette – What’s the difference?

Did you know that you could have good manners, but also be lacking in etiquette? From an

early age, we’re all taught to have proper manners – thanking someone for holding the door

open as we hurry to catch it, sharing toys with your childhood friend, or even saying please

when an item is offered.As you grow older, you notice how good manners are rewarded with

equally positive experiences. Socially, if you have good manners you’re looked upon with favor,

while if you exhibit poor manners you’ll likely experience some type of repercussion – whether

it’s a dirty look, criticism or finding that no one wants to help you when you need it.But why do

we need manners and what good do they do? Imagine for a moment everyone acted as they

wished without a care to what society had to say. While we want to say that we would still be

well-behaved, chances are most of us would eventually learn to be completely self-absorbed

and not give a darn about our neighbor! That’s nothing to be ashamed of – it’s just human

nature.Now imagine a time in which you’ve heard something crass or offensive. You probably

thought about how inappropriate it was to say such a thing! While there’s always an exception

to the rule, most people know the difference between right and wrong, or when to say

something and not. But in a world with no manners, that no longer matters. Words and actions

would be offensive, creating a constant state of chaos.From the time you are a child, your

parents are instilling manner and values into your everyday routine. These manners are used

for a lifetime! It starts with remembering to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ when someone offers

you something or sharing your toy with Johnny in the sandbox because he’s arrived at the

playground all alone and wants to play with your bucket and shovel.As you grow up, manners

become more complex and evolve into something called etiquette. What does it mean to have

good etiquette? It simply means taking the manners you’ve learned and applying them to

various scenarios and interactions with others. Here’s a simple way to learn the difference

between manners and etiquette:Manners – The behavior you exhibit toward others.Etiquette –



How you behave in certain situations.So, as we mentioned before, you can have proper

manners but in a certain circumstance, do something that’s not perceived as acceptable by

society. Throughout this book, we’ll go over various situations from learning proper etiquette in

the workplace to learning how to be graceful when entertaining at home or at a special

event.For those new to the world of proper etiquette – or living gracefully in a modern world – a

foundation of manners and common courtesy is a good place to start.What are Manners and

Etiquette?In today’s society, what might have been okay to say or do 20 years ago might not be

acceptable now. Think about all that’s changed in the last 20 to 30 years – with the

advancement of technology and social media, it could be hard for the average individual to

keep up with manners and etiquette.Another way to illustrate the concept of manners and

etiquette is to think about the last few generations and all that’s changed from then until today

– in the Victorian ages, etiquette and manners is drastically different than the 21st century!

We’re much more causal and social now than ever before, but that does not mean that proper

manners and living gracefully need to be tossed out the window.So, it makes sense that the

idea of manners changes along with the times in which you live – of course, there are always

the basics such as please and thank you, but much of today’s manners depend heavily on

society as it is now. On the other hand, etiquette is something that doesn’t change too much

over the years – it includes impeccable manners, being civil to one another, and exuding a

sense of courtesy and thoughtfulness to your peers.In today’s more causal world, the idea of

etiquette might sound stuffy and snobby, but it’s not. It’s about making those around you feel

welcome and comfortable, whether it’s at work, home or even at the coffee shop with a

girlfriend. Etiquette isn’t something that just rich people have access to – no matter who you

are, what your socioeconomic background is, or where you live, you can exhibit grace and

elegance through practicing proper etiquette!Why is it so important to have etiquette and

proper manners? In its most simple form, it can be seen as a foundation for other social

behaviors and interactions. When there’s etiquette involved, it makes communication and

interacting with others easier and less awkward – isn’t that a good thing? Etiquette also allows

us to take other cultures, beliefs, and behaviors into consideration. When you travel, there’s a

whole world of customs and etiquette that you should know in order to not be offensive or rude

– and the same goes for your own native surroundings.Manner EssentialsDo you ever think

about being rude to someone just because you feel like it? Okay, while it might be super

tempting to yell at that man who cut you off in traffic or hurry to close the elevator door before a

group of strangers transforms your once quite car into a sardine can, chances are you don’t

wake up and set out to be rude to everyone who comes into your path. Sometimes we find

ourselves in a situation and don’t respond the right way for a variety of reasons.However, there

are some of the most basic words and actions that set the foundation for proper manners and

are used numerous times throughout a given day, including:Excuse me – This phrase is said

for a variety of reasons, whether it’s to acknowledge an error was made, you need to get

someone’s attention, or you must exit and don’t want to abruptly leave an interaction or

gathering.Please – Do you remember your mother or father telling you that ‘please’ was a

magic word? Or that you would be rewarded when you added please to your sentence, rather

than getting what you wanted because you demanded it? At it’s most basic level, the use of the

word please sets apart your request with a level of respect and mindful consideration.Thank

you – How many times a day do you say thank you? Though we know it’s expected of us when

a person gives us a gift or a favor, there are plenty of other times to bestow some thanks –

holding the door open for you, giving you directions when you appear lost, or complimenting

your work.I’m Sorry – Sometimes, one of the hardest things to say is ‘I’m sorry.’ But being able



to say it when you understand that you’ve done something wrong or to hurt (purposely or

inadvertently) another person shows maturity and compassion. Additionally, we say ‘I’m sorry’

in times of grief or sadness – often just these two simple words are all you can say to let

someone know that you empathize in their pain.When it comes to having good manners and

etiquette, it’s also about feeling as though you can accept credit when it’s given to you. Do you

feel embarrassed when someone says ‘thank you’ for a job well done? Do you try to brush it off

as if it were nothing?Accepting compliments is one way to be gracious and live elegantly. When

you tell someone, ‘Oh, it was nothing’ or ‘no trouble at all’ what you are implying is that being

thoughtful or helpful has no value – and it does! Whether you take time out of your day, put

someone else’s needs or comforts over your own or go above and beyond to make sure

something is taken care of, you did go that extra mile and if your peer is giving you thanks, then

it’s completely alright to accept it with graciousness!Understanding Your BoundariesThere’s a

fine line between doing all you can to make others comfortable and putting yourself last on a

constant basis. One of the trickiest aspects of communication is understanding when to say

‘no’ – how many times have you taken on extra work or stress because you had a hard time

turning the request down? More often than not, we all have a hard time saying no without

seeming rude, but it’s important to know that honesty is a real foundation for proper manners

and etiquette.Suppose there’s an office party that needs to be planned at work and you’re

completely swamped with a final project that needs to be completed in a short amount of time.

The original party planner steps down, leaving a void and no one else is stepping up to fill in.

You know there’s no logical way that you can plan a party and get your work done by the

deadline, but when your boss asks if you can add party planning to your list of things to do, you

have a very difficult time saying ‘no’.So, what happens when you’re stressed out and

overwhelmed? Your attention and focus on the work project begins to wane, the party planning

starts to go totally wrong and now you’re angry, resentful and exhausted. It’s a no-win situation

for everyone involved.How do you get the gumption to say no when it doesn’t feel like

something you can do? Try some of these suggestions next time you feel like you’re being

backed into a corner:Be direct – Along with the guilt of saying no comes some of the frequent

phrases we use when we want to say ‘no’ but we don’t feel like we can just come out and say it.

For example, if someone asks you to plan a party, it might be your instinct to get out of it by

saying, ‘Oh, well I don’t know how to plan a party!” This does two things: first, it leaves the

possibility open to you planning the party (which you don’t want) and second, it opens the door

for the other person to say “it won’t be that hard, I can get Janet to help you if you need it.” Now

you’re stuck for a second time trying to avoid planning the party – while it might feel

uncomfortable at first, saying ‘no’ without a wiggle room will help you be more effective in your

communication.Balance it with a positive – If saying no makes you feel guilty, a good way to

help you establish your boundaries is by pairing the no with something more positive. For

example, you can say “No, I don’t have time to complete that, but I appreciate you considering

me for the task.”Give yourself time to determine if you can take it on – If you’re uncomfortable

with always saying yes or no, one tactic to implement into your communication habits is

counting up to 10 before you make a decision. Love planning parties and have a project

deadline? Maybe you can do both! Counting to ten will give you a moment to calm your mind,

consider the pros and cons, and then make a thoughtful decision that you can be comfortable

with no matter what it regards.Minding your Manners in PublicHaving manners ingrained at an

early age sets you up for success. Think back to when you were a child and learning how to

say please and thank you with your parents or siblings, then you practiced them in public with

school children on the playground. As you got older, those same basics were used over and



over again in a variety of situations, whether it was in middle school, college or even the

workplace.The concept of greetings is something so natural, it’s difficult to know when you’re

even doing it. Greeting someone also sets a positive tone to the interaction – such as waving to

a neighbor as you go on your morning walk or shaking someone’s hand at the start of a

business meeting. How do you feel when someone doesn’t greet you? If you’re like most, you

might feel slighted or offended because you start to perceive that the individual doesn’t like you

or is just plain rude.Greetings – along with other forms of manners – don’t always need to be

spoken to be understood. Take, for example, the wave of your hand as you pass your neighbor.

They might be mowing the lawn and won’t hear your shout of greetings over the motor, but with

a friendly wave, they understand the implication of your greeting. As with all things manners

and etiquette, greetings can be casual or formal, depending on the setting.
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Marcsomega, “This book is useful with learning Etiquette.. I have read a lot of books on the

subject of Etiquette and found your book very useful. You cover a lot of things that is not in the

Etiquette books such as how to act Elegantly. I see that you have a 2nd book out. I plan to

purchase the book and see what else I can learn.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Practical Elegance Highly Considerate Of Others. Clear guide to a

practical lifestyle of elegance that is highly considerate of others”

M Dickens, “Succinct and well written. The book was a quick read and covered the basics. With
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that said, the "basics" aren't so basic in today's society. Great read for a high school graduate

or someone entering the workforce.”

A Marie, “Review. I like the book. I recently began reading etiquette books and this book is not

as detailed on the topics as many  but it's straightforward with a quick overview.”

Sergey, “Easy in words, deep in meaning. - useful- graceful- for nearly every occasion- must

read especially for the young people for sure.Thanks”

pamelaeverest, “Interesting. Had a few good tips but nothing sensational”

The book by Virginia Lia has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 50 people have provided feedback.
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